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By RICHARD NELSON 
staff writer 
dent. 
Jeff Lincoln and Jason Morris will 
vie for the position, while 
Valerie Moore and Caty Beale contend 
By RICK SANDOVAL 
staff writer 
it’s official — HSU will not field 
baseball, golf or women’s tennis teams 
ap oo g 2
8 
z | 




However, his 47 percent fell short of 
Ce eens 2 eee oe ome woe 
had 405 votes, a percen " 
Todd Lufkin, the Gist csadiinie, 
forced the run-off between Lincoln 
and Morris with 244 votes., a total of 
19 a 
alerie Moore, a public relations 
major, had $64 votes in her race for the 
vice . Her 46 percent also 
fell short of the mandatory percentage. 
Caty Beale, a natural resource \- 
. ning and interpretation major, finished 
ysical education depart- 
head of the CIA, over 
Record vote yields run-off 
close behind Moore with 422 votes and 
a total of 34 percent. 
The third candidate, Cindy Szuhay, 
had 231 votes. Her 19 percent of the 
vote forced the run-off between Moore 
and Beale 
Both Lincoln and Moore are 
members of the United Students coali- 
tion. Seven of the 12 original members 
of the coalition were elected to posi- 
tions last week. 
Morris and Beale are partners in the 
— Students for Action coali- 
tion. 
“i'm there is a run-off. 
However, at the same time | could of 
done a better job to avoid one,’’ Mor- 
ris said in an interview Monday. ‘‘! will 
continue working hard to publicize our 
campaign.” 
Lincoln said Monday that, with the 
run-off, ‘‘it’s a brand new race. 
“i'm very with the results, 
because our worked extreme- 
‘ly hard in the campaign.”’ 
The elections are today and tomor- 
row from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
All other Associated Student offices 
last week's clection, 
  
their programs. They 
commis- know the issues,’’ he said. 
  
voters, a total of 23 
broke its previous 
set last year, Kahrs said. 
‘The night voting in the library add- 
ed quite a few votes,’’ Kahrs said. 
“‘But what brought the people out to 
vote, I believe, was the semester- 
quarter —* and the fee increase 
t "i 
three dollar student fee increase 
passed with an overwhelming 75 per- 
cent of the votes. The propostion had 
300 more votes than the presidential 
rane Paul Bruno, AS general manager, 
“The fee increase was probably the 
reason for the high voter turnout,” 
Bruno said. ‘‘Only 40 students didn’t 
cast a vote one way or another.”’ 
**The fee increase was a clear victory 
for the AS and the programs it sup- 
ports. The programs really went out 
and made the students aware of the in- 
crease. The vote is a show of support 
for the s at HSU. We won't 
feel a pinch for at least another four 
years.’ 
Morris said he was happy the fee in- 
crease went through 
**1’m glad to see the students support 
took the time to 
» HSU 
of 19 percent 
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Graduates face tight job market; 
   By STEVE JARAMILLO staff writer 
For some 2,000 graduating HSU 
the world of higher education is left 
ae. and the job market becomes 
In some fields, such as business and. 
geology, the demand for graduates ex- 
ceeds the supply. For these students, 
job hunting may entail no more than 
choosing the offer that best suits their 
individual tastes. 
For students in other fields, the task 
not be so simple. 
“The economy is not in the best of 
conditions — are just to 
have to no gd ngh ot Bruce 
Johnston, associate director of the 
Career Development Center, said. 
“‘Good oe oa can 
compensate for fewer oppor- 
tunities. uuae-te-thee contact - bes 
single most important element in 
hunting,’ Johnston said. 
He added the job hunter should 
stress the skills they have gained, not 
onl . school, but throughout their 
ves. 
He said communication and writi 
skills as well as the ability to work wit 
Johnston said it is not enough for 
to look at classified ads 
only jobs that employers have 
trouble filling are advertised. out the scholar for a job. 
  
   “As far as | know, all of the fields are hiring,’’ Lowry said. 
Lowry doubts any cuts by 
the Reagan administration will have an 
adverse effect on t pro- 
spects for business luates. 
‘The demand for business juates 
is greater than the y most of 
the they would be seeking would 
not be affected by a governmental cut 
— they have a variety of marketable 
professional skills,"’ he said. 
Lowry recommends that students 
“ looking until they find the job 
that fits them best and don’t take the 
first one.”’ 
Richard L. Ridenhour, dean of the 
school of natural resources, said while. 
the job oe for — Orie 
majors is ‘‘comparatively good, ¢ 
rng be as picky as they might want to 
Ridenhour attributed this to a 
federal budget cut. 
While forestry majors can often find 
work in the private sector, he said 
other natural resources graduates de- 
pend heavily on government jobs. 
He added many agencies are con- 
sidering a hiring freeze, which could 
affect this year’s seniors. 
snantll cece tat settnanien at t their unt ng ef- 
forts,’"* Ridenhour . He stressed 
that ‘‘attitude is as t as ap- 
titude’’ and those who hustle can beat 
 
   
  
 
   
  
   
  
   
For the other liberal arts students, 
both Young and Emenhiser said they 
should try to impress on the prospec- 
for a particular voca- tive they have skills that are 
tion,” R. Young, dean of the commune te pation: of authority — 
school of creative arts and humanities, skills such as the ability to com- 
said municate and work well in small 
Je Don Emenhiser, the dean of the 
school of behavioral and social 
sciences, said it is important for liberal 
arts students to gain some skill that can 
Wali ies tm eosin ites it is the 
— is — oe ae in 
erms 0 $ rather t 
has Emenhiser said. ” 
   
  
     
 
      
**Face-to-face contact is the single most 
important element in job hunting. 
Johnston did have some encouraging Ray W. Barratt, the dean of the 
information for graduating students school of science, said some 
who might be less than optimistic majors are very much in demand while 
get them that initial job. 
**A degree in liberal arts will get you 
a lifelong career — but people ll have 
a7 have that initial job,"’ Emenhiser 
Some liberal arts subjects such as 
hiser said many liberal arts 
students tend to be idealistic and not 
interested in ‘“‘the crafts-oriented 
world."’ 
Young agreed. 
“ *ve committed themselves to 
about their chances at landing a job:. 
—The national unem t rate 
Se et Spar to 7. or the nat 
as a whole. 
—The college graduate also earns an 
average of 36 percent more during his 
lifetime than does his high 
counterpart. 
Johnston said of all the degrees of- 
fered at HSU, environmental resources 
eps offers the best job poten- 
tial. Nu aa ge business graduates 
are also ; 
John R. Lowry, dean of the school 
of business and economics, agreed the 
outlook is icularly good for 
graduates of that school. 
 
others are not. 
“‘There are an infinite number of 
jobs in industrial arts — by now all the 
— have been placed,”’ Barratt 
Barratt said geology has ‘‘boomed’’ 
in the last few years and unities 
for engineers have remained strong. 
The problem fields include 
theoretical mathematics and physics, 
and biology, in which Barratt also in- 
zoology. 
**Biology is a problem. It is suddenly 
a depressed area largely because the 
feds (the federal ment) are cut- 
ting back,"’ he \ 
or the liberal arts student, the 












Rexiercetalsah 7812 55 ve, 
speech and hearing, ps » social something different — they have a 
welfare and journalism are vocational- h ty than where ¢ 
ly oriented and ide the student higher pod ; . —* 
with marketable skills. 
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Voters back quarter system, fee increase 
(continued from page 1) 
pass,”’ Lincoln said. ‘‘It proves “a 
students were educated on the issues, 
and that we —_—™ worked hard in 
educati 
The $. pl fee increase will be 
im ed next fall. 
n the voting on the semester-quarter 
advisory rea the quarter 
system at as favored by 55 per- 
cent of the students. 
Written by AS President Alison 
Anderson, the proposition was design- 
ed to reflect an opinion of the students. 
Their vote will help ‘‘advise’’ HSU 
President Alistair meCione in his deci- 
sion to possibl eo the academic 
calendar at H 
**I wrote it to receive the students’ 
opinions,’’ Anderson said. ‘‘The 
results are to provide additional input 





A do-it- ae workshop on solar 
heating wil 
June $ and 6. 
l be offered on May 27, 
   
    
change, 
1982-83 school 
E semester system received 29 per 
cent of the votes, while the little fees 
4-1-4 system accounted for 15 
McCrone, in a visit to the SLC 
meeting on Monday night, stated the 
results of the semester-quarter vote 
were interesting. He said the students 
might be accepting the possibility of a 
move to the semester system more now 
than in the past. 
and John Hess, ! 
elected. 
Spencer, 200; 4 Mitchell, 212; 
The top four were 
—Student Services commissioner: 
Karen Lindsteadt was uncontested and 
received 617 votes. 
—Academic Affairs commissioner: 
E. Michael Quinn was also uncontested 
and received 659 votes. 
—Programming commissioner: 
Mike Voutress, 430; and Scott Hastie, 
McCrone said a decision on the 397. 
future academic calendar will ota nagge 
be made around next Thanksgiv 
that time, the university will 
to re for a possible change. 
ing. At 
if McCrone decided on such a 
it won't occur until the 
elected are: Other AS of 
- e: i —Representatives at 
Chaney, 215; Michael Vance, ! 
Campus Briefs 
instructor Diane Taylor will 
demonstrate how to refit a home or 
business with a solar hot water kit. 
Participants will be shown how con- 
vert an existing hot water heater and 
how to assemble the collectors and 
pumping assembly. 
A free slide aoe depicting the kit 
and assembling process will be 
— on May 27 at 7 p.m. in the 
Building, Room 135. 
The workshop will be held on June 
$ beginning at 7 p.m. and on June 6 
from 8 a.m. to $ p.m. All sessions will 
be Science 135. 
Fees for the workshop will be $30. 
1027 “I” St 
Arcata 
Between 10th 
& Ith Streets 
822-6264 
Uyes'd ether ated ethidn mney for it than finish 
Sc tveupricpeetnthe pa awd two years in the Army. 
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—Planning commissioner: Ross 
Glenn was uncontested and he received 
$84 votes. 
—Behavioral and social science 
representative: Lorna Susan Maxwell, 
$8; and Laura Hauser, 115. 
—Business and economics r epresen- 
tative: be sg Scott, 78; on Jeff 
Reading, 69 
—Creative arts and humanities 
Backpacking 
A two-week course titled 
‘“Wilderness Recreation and Educa- 
tion’’ will be offered for the beginn- 
- — from June 23 through 
u 
course will offer training in 
on finding, food moat, beginay 
skills, equipment, inning 
rock lim rs and first aid. 
A non-refundable, pre-registration 
fee of $40 will be required by May 25. 
Total fees will be $325, ae in- 
cludes transportation and group 
 
13th & G St., Arcata 
' Chreme Wheeale 
price effective thru May 25 
OIL & TIRE CO INC. 
Serving the Entire Humboldt County Ares 
TIRES FOR EVERY NEED 
Wholesale & Retail Dealer for - 
THE PERFORMERS... 
BEST KNOWN FOR QUALITY 
A Complete Steck of Tires fer Remerican - Foreign & Sports Cars & Trucks & R.V.s 
tr BELTED & RADIAL TIRES x 
COMPUTER SPIN-GALANTING & REPAMS-PREE MOUNTING 
OPEN: 00M - SAT 7 Aad - 10 FRA SUN 8 Aad - 10 FR0 
= = 
representative: —_— Pinson, 100; 
and Rick Frost, 94 
—Science representative: Gary 
Hughes, 134; and Michael Joseph Bat- 
—Interdisciplinary studies and 
traw, 119. 
special programs representative: Jen- 
nifer was uncontested and 
received 80 votes. 
—Natural resources representative: 
Diana Spenger was uncontested and 
received 326 votes. 
—Physical education representative: 
Nancy Wilson was uncontested and 
received 36 votes. 
There will be five voting locations 
today and tomorrow for the run off: 
The neary, quad, Natural Resources 
building, Founders Hall and the 
Science building. 
equipment. Personal equi t and 
food must be ond ox gong par- 
ticipants. 
“Getting Results Thro 
Management”? will be the — 
Time 
ject of a 
non-credit course which will be held 
from 7-10:30 p.m. Friday. 
The course will be held ‘in Siemens 
Hall, Room 116. Fees will be $20 pre- 
paid, or $25 at the door. 
For more information call the Con- 
tinuing Education Office at 826-3731. 
ion > $1 .49 
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Too soon to cheer 
Surprise and excitement have been expressed 
by various people over the number of students who 
turned out to vote last week during Associated Stu- 
dent Body elections. 
Twenty-three percent of the students voted - a 
considerable and even impressive increase if one 
considers that only 19.5 percent voted last year, 13 
percent in 1979 and 14.8 percent in 1978. 
But 23 percent of the student population is not 
impressive enough. 
Sure, we can pat ourselves on the back, feel 
pleased that HSU students really do care about 
who represents them. A better idea might be to 
ponder the question of how we ever got to the 
point of excitement over a voter turnout of 23 per- 
cent. 
One aspect of the election that actually was a 
surprise was the increase in voters despite a lack of 
ense Campaigning on the part of the candidates. 
perhaps this isn't such a surprise. Maybe all we 
have to do 2 = campaigning altogether and 
w e. 
With or without campaigning, people tend to 
vote when something will affect them personally. 
Case in point: the AS fee increase proposal and 
the advisory measure on quarter or semester calen- 
dar systems both received more votes (by about 
300) than the AS presidential candidates did. 
Perhaps students don't realize our elected student 
representatives make decisions that affect us. 
Some of these decisions will deal with directing 
the use of money generated by the approved fee in- 
crease. It is commendable for students to vote to 
take money out of their own pockets. These 
students apparently realize this money will help re- 
tain some of the programs considered essential to 
the campus. But do they also realize the Student 
Legislative Council decides how this money will be 
? 
Some students undoubtedly were moved to vote 
because of the quarter/semester advisory measure. 
This referendum was designed to give university 
President Alistair W. McCrone an idea of student 
sentiment on a proposal to change HSU's calendar 
from a quarter to a semester system. 
The fast-paced life of the quarter system must 
have appealed to the majority of the voters, 
ae ey ene ware SE OF RARE 
ing it 
President McCrone now has the benefit of stu- 
dent input, and the next major consideration is how 
important the will of the student body is to him. 
The next move is his. 
We've shown that when something moves us, 
we'll vote — a 5-percent increase in voter turnout 
over last year is nothing to sneeze at. 
Perhaps if the new regime tries hard enough, it 
can come up with a measure that will bring voters 
out in droves. Then we can cheer. 
HUMBOLOT STATE UNIVERSITY 
NELSON HALL EAST e 
ARCATA, CALIF. 95521 
UMbe|r jack weve 027 
see 919 AOVERTISING : (767) 626-9299 Sere HO ASG comment. 
Editor 
* Managing Editor 
Community Editor 
Sports Editor 





Hey, SOMEONE TRIED TO SHOOT THE 
GOVERNOR OF IOWA. 
No KIppIN’, 
CAN I SEE THE COMICS 2 
 
Letters to the Editor 
Definitely sex 
Editor's note: Ms. Harris’ let- 
ter was accidentally published 
last week with the first portion 
missing. Here it is in its entire- 
ty: 
Editor: 
After reading the letters to 
the editor it seems the major 
issue with the ‘‘Hear Rusty” 
campaign is that people felt 
they were being deliberately 
deceived by Campus Crusade 
for Christ. They felt Campus 
Crusade was using sex as a 
front to present Christianity. 
I too have seen sex cheaply 
used to advertise products and 
have also seen a widespread 
misunderstanding as to how 
Christians view sex. | enjoyed 
hearing Rusty Wright give a 
different and fresh per ive 
on the subject. The talk was 
on sex — from a biblical 
perspective, but definitely on 
sex. The talk was not ‘‘selling 
God’ or ‘“‘advancing so- 
meone’s beliefs,’ but gave 
those who attended a chance 
to increase their scope of 
knowledge so they could make 
honest decisions based on fact 
rather than preconceived 
ideas. 
Speaking of facts, nowhere 
in our newspaper did | find 
any mention of the text of 
Rusty’s talk. Instead there was 
only a brief mention of so- 
meone’s opinion and their 
conclusions. Are we as 
students not intelligent enough 
to make our own conclusions? 
1 don’t mind reading others’ 
opinions, but | feel it unfair 
when facts are not presented 
and | can’t evaluate if those 





I'm writing in regard to the 
letter written by James Steffey 
about his arrest by the Univer- 
sity Police ment for 
having a stolen in his win- 
dow. First, let me say that I do 
not intend to threaten UPD as 
Mr. Steffey did, because UPD 
provides a beneficial service to 
the university community, 
most of the time, and a threat 
directed at UPD is in no way 
helpful. 
Possession of stolen proper- 
ty is nst the law. So, 
technically, everyone who has 
a stolen item in his possession 
should be arrested. However, | 
see no benefit in arresting peo- 
ple for something as trivial as 
a small and su ly inex- 
pensive sign. If UPD were to 
arrest everyone in possession 
of & stolen sign, poster or milk 
crate, it would certainly keep 
=_ busy every hour of the 
But we live in the real world 
and arresting even a few peo- 
ple for such small crimes is a 
waste of tax money (not to 
mention a hassle). | feel a 
more efficient way of handling 
such a matter would be to con- 
fiscate the stolen item and 
issue a warning. Better yet, 
why not just ignore the matter 
completely and concentrate on 
more important and beneficial 
matters? 
I’m sure there are those who 
feel UPD was perfectly right in 
arresting Mr. Steffey, after all 
he was Licsidan the law. But 
I'm sure if most of these peo- 
ple were to take a look around 
their rooms they would find an 
object or two that was stolen 
by someone, somewhere, at 
some time. And just because 
Mr. Steffey was caught, he 
was no more guilty than 
anyone else in Possession of 
stolen proper ¥ I’m not 
threatening . just offer- 
ing my ions as a tax- 






I am writing in response to 
John Hedgepeth’s letter 
“*Take Care.’’ The so-called 
flamboyant crew team is a 
rove. of athletes that is train- 
ng for serious collegiate 
athletic competition. 
"are are several things | 
wish to share with the $s. 
The ‘‘tender driver,” as John 
says, is the coxswain. Under 
normal circumstances, the 
coxswain has full control of 
the shell. Any number of 
things may happen that will 
cause a shell to suddenly move 
off course, the control 
of the coxswain (e.g. a gust of 
wind). 
The boats are taken around 
or through the moored 
sailboats ing on the 
traffic of other boats or by the 
coach’s choice. 
(continued on next page) 




Having recently attended 
several Sa ee 
monologues u 
Dr. Newton's defens se a 
moved to comment. 
The state of the art is not 
law but merely represents 
i ; ion of - o la interpretation of natural laws. 
It is a fad. Fads in fashion are 
raise your , ; 
Scientific fads can be 
forever. One-half million 
years of deadly waste with no 
place to put it (gee, we didn’t 
think of that). We have in- 
herited an epidemic of ly 
and slowly metastasizing 
cancers. We are reaping the 
whirlwind. 1, ly, am personal 
iently wai etn 
long = state-of- 
the-art application of Atoms 
for Peace irradiation in the 
early '50s. 
au ie a riya t 
ve for ng your (our) 
= The wat is not your test 
ube nor is it r ces ; 
Dr. Newton. You uae aa 
uses Se ee nA nig ody 
margins of safety. Every sane 
being, including scientists, 
realizes that there is no such 
animal as a margin of safety 
where mutagens or suspected 
carcinogens are concerned. 
Perhaps you a = aw 
enormous margins o t. 
Maybe it’s time B ag 
adaptation rather than 
manipulation. Soon 







We .found it _ disap- 
pointing to witness the 
minimal from the art 
department for this year’s Cin- 
Sanmellan at aotery dune ured an ar y 
- = hall titled ‘“Chicano 
nm Art.”’ 
On display were works from 
Bay Area artists Jose Romero 
and Patricia Rodriguez. 
MECHA, the Chicano student 
organization on campus, held 
a gallery n on Tuesda 
night, May 5, in Nelson 1 
106 for Ms. Rodriguez, a well- 
known artist and muralist who 
val also. taught at UC 
We sent over 150 reception 
invitations a week in advance 
to various faculty and staff, in 
particular the art department, 
as well as to the community. 
However, on Tuesday night, 
not one art instructor attended 
this reception. We realize not 
oo“ o—_ have attended 
ue to pr ts, 
however, it is difficult to 
justify the total absence of 
faculty from that ment. 
The purpose of the gallery 
was to bring awareness of our 
culture to the campus and 
community, which we feel is 
lacking in this area. The 
responses we received from 
those who attended Cinco de 
Mayo activites have been very 
positive, and we feel our ob- 
ective of bringing this 
awareness to students and 
community has been fulfilled. 
We hope next year to bring up 
more Chicano artists to 
display their work. 
t without support from 
the art department, we believe 
that future Chicano, as well as 
other ethnic art displays, will 
suffer on this campus. This 
minimal support and recogni- 
tion by the art department for 
Chicano art is unacceptable. 
Although we feel that our 
art has not been properly 
., Wednesday, May 20, 1963, The Lumberiack-p, 5 
recognized, we will continue to 
at. Kharcsaumen : a t is a majorpart 
of our culture and as with any 
other art it must be recognized 
in ots to be appreciated. 
n future years we the 
art department will pp lan 
support and consideration for 
ethnic art work. There are 
other cultures in this country 
that have a unique ive 
relating to art and this should 






n to a reader’s let- 
ter to The Lumberjack, the 
Arcata Community Recycli 
Center (ACRC) will now col- 
lect newspapers on campus. 
Collection barrels for 
newsprint only will be located 
outside the Nelson Hall offices 
of The Lumberjack. Please do 
not newsprint i other recycling barrel on cant. 
pus. 
The ACRC would like to re- 
mind students and faculty that 
we can only accept white bond 
(notebook, ditto, etc.) 
n our other collection barrels. 
Please remove all colored and 
a tag ood = 
envelopes, plast ). For 
more information call the 
center at 822-8512. 
In addition, we would like 
to express our sincere ap- 
preciation to the following 
people and organizations for 
their enthusiastic support of 
recycling at HSU this year: 
—The Lumber, staff for 
nting the “ This 
** logo on their flag 
and for pousorine the 
ins. 
ebb, dean of stu- 
dent services, for his unfailing 
support. 
—the many office workers 
and custodial staff who 
monitor and contribute to our 
office paper recycling effort. 
Thank you all for making 
HSU’s recycling effort one of 
the most successful systems in 
the entire California State 
University and Colleges 
system. 
HSU recycling coordinator 
Arcata Community Recycling 
Leave it alone 
Editor: 
Oh no! Don’t change! 
Leave it like it is! One good 
weekly publication is superior 
to a couple of semiweekly 
newsletters. Don't reduce The 
Lumberjack to a mere 
newspaper. 
Ken 
senior, industrial arts 
  
View from | sf 
the stump & 
By ROBERT P. JONES 
Sergeant, Department of Public Safety 
I was shocked, puzzled, and then dismayed by the 
letter written by James M. Steffey, entitled ‘‘Ar- 
rested,’’ which was printed in the May 6 issue of the 
an I thought the cartoon, showing an of- 
ficer ing a student at gunpoint was in very poor 
taste, also. 
Objective, constructive criticism, although not 
always welcomed by the recipient, does serve a 
useful, positive purpose. But deliberate distortions 
and inaccurate statements by someone who knows 
the true facts of a situation is indefensible. In- 
dividuals are maligned, institutions are diminished 
and the public interest is not improved by such a 
diatribe. 
During the late summer and early fall of 1980, the 
library parking lot was undergoing major surgery. 
Portions of the pavement were broken up and tren- 
ches were dug for wiring for the new street lights. 
Traffic, which previously passed through this was 
rerouted to avoid these hazards. At nighttime, this 
problem was compounded by darkness. Barricades 
and detour signs were placed to divert traffic safely. 
At the beginning of the school year, we found the 
barricades were continually being thrown down by 
thoughtless individuals and, on the night of Sept. 
27, two detour signs were ripped from their stan- 
chions and taken. 
They vere replaced. Within a week, on Oct. 3, 
the replacement signs were stolen and had to be re- 
replaced. Steffey lightly dismisses this as, ‘‘...made 
. cheap plywood with a total cost of about 
   ar 
He misses the point. The signs were made by 
plant operations personnel at a cost of $10 each for 
materials. This not include labor. Manufac- 
tured signs would have cost $40 each. 
I wish | had the figures of the dollar losses for the 
replacement of stolen signs in this country. They 
must run somewhere in the millions annually. 
Mo wh . county, state and federal 
a nents could have better spent on services to its 
tizens. 
As a taxpayer, | an unwilling to pay for the art 
work gracing some idiot’s bedroom walls. But 
worse yet, thousands of people have been injured in 
traffic accidents because traffic signs have been 
wantonly stolen. Hundreds more have been killed, 
including entire families. And Steffey considers this 
‘*a little farce.’’ 
On the Friday evening in question, | saw and 
recognized a detour sign, in the window of Steffey's 
room, as one of four which had been reported 
stolen. | contacted the L.G.A. on duty, and 
together, we went to the room to find out how the 
stolen sign came into the tenant's possession. 
No one answered my knock. We returned shortly 
before 11 p.m. and still received no response. 
Because further attempts, at a later hour, would be 
intrusive, it was decided to wait until the next day. 
I assigned Officer Louie to investigate the situa- 
tion the next afternoon. He met Steffey’s roommate 
at the room and explained the purpose of his visit. 
Because he was investigating a crime and because 
the roommate was a possible suspect in this crime, 
Louie advised the roommmate of his Sth Amend- 
ment rights against self-incrimination before asking 
any questions. 
The roommate refused to make a statement. 
Louie had no choice but to bring the roommate to 
the station for possession of stolen property, a 
felony in this state. He also brought the signs (Stef- 
fey failed to mention the “found” Cal-Trans 
freeway sign which was also in the room). Steffey 
was not present at the time. 
Before placing the roommate in the car, Louie 
did frisk him for weapons. This is normal pro- 
cedure. More than half the deaths and injuries to 
police officers occur in custodial situations. The 
— range from young juveniles to little old 
At the station, when the roommate was told he 
was going to be booked and lodged at the county 
jail and be charged with possession of stolen pro- 
perty, he immediately waived his Sth Amendment 
hts and stated he found the signs. He accused 
   
      
iy Officer responds to ‘little farce’ 
Steffey as being equally responsible. If he was, we 
naturally wanted to talk to Steffey, to determine his 
involvement. 
A few minutes later, Steffey came to the station. 
He was advised of his rights and waived them. They 
both claimed they found the signs. If t had 
stolen the signs, they each could be cha with 
petty theft, a misdemeanor. But rather than charge 
them, it might be more — to initiate pro- 
ceedings with the dean of s ts. 
After further questioning, the time factor became 
evident. It was possible they may have found the 
detour sign. They were given the benefit of the 
doubt and were released. They were not charged or 
booked, and until Steffey had his letter published, 
this matter was kept confidential. 
You, Mr. Steffey, could have been charged with 
Possession of stolen property — you were not. You 
could have been charged with petty theft — you 
were not. You could have been charged with misap- 
propriation of found property — you were not. 
You could have beeen referred to the dean of 
students — you were not. You were not arrested, 
not charged, not booked and not lodged. Now, 
where do you get off claiming your rights were 
violated? e 
You are now living among grown-ups. I'm not 
your mommy and I’m not your daddy and I'm not 
going to hold your hand and neither is anybody 
else. Because you’re over 18, you’re going to be 
treated as an adult. That means you're going to be 
held personally responsible for your actions. Socie- 
ty expects college students to be its future leaders, 
not cry-babies! 
{ will make you this one promise: as a profes- 
sional law enforcement officer, | will continue to 
enforce the laws and regulations to the best of my 
ability, within the guidelines set by the rtment, 
the university, and the state of California. If this 
means stepping on your toes, so be it. 
Officer Louie and I did screw up. This is an 
educational institution and we had hoped this 
would be a learning experience for you in regard to 
responsible citizenship. We were wrong. In your 
case, the lesson didn't take. 
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Sutter Home White Zinfandel %3" .60 
Heliman’s Special Export $7°* 80° 
Almaden Mountain Rhine Magnums %2** $1. 
Sebastiani Green Hu garian 760 mil. $2.°* $1." 
coupon specials expires 5-27 
  
    
 
for libra m tc te 
But she said students ‘‘can handle it ' “*I think this is a positive outlook for 
price) with the said 
same maturity’’ as ¢ 
the students,"’ Pinson : 
The has been forwarded 
HSU Alistair McCrone. 
Joe Risser, associate director for 
residential life, said if McCrone ap- 
it there will be a ration 
‘or students who want to live in the 
dorms next year. 
If $0 percent of the students signed 
up to live in the dorms approve the 
measure, it will be carried through, 
showed in ap- 
proving the Associated Students fee in- 
Burns said in an interview yesterday, 
altene af au Tee ioe aosiliee 
and 7 cents : not an unreasonable 
price’ ‘or copying. 
He added the increase is long over- 
due. Rather than raising the price by a 
penny each year, he wants the increase Risser said. 
to come all at once. He added McCrone approved the 
This recommendation will be review- recommendation last year, but it was 
not accepted by the students who were 
going to live in the dorms. 
ed by the Campus Library Committee, 
which will in turn advise David Oyler, 
library director, who has the ad- 
ministrative sibility of carrying 
out the on. 
If approved, the increase will go into 
effect on July 1 because Burns said it is 
**the most logical time’’ of the year to 
raise the price. 
This is because a new financial year 
begins on that date. 
Another issue brought to the council 
was a recommendation by the Hum- 
boldt Advisory Committee to allow 
coed dorms. 
Michelle Pinson, the SLC’s 
freshman representative, said the com- 
mittee recommended the third floors of 
Redwood and Sunset Hall dorms be 
made coed. 
Bib ecr + Rea Feuss Bost 
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Statewide search still on 
for Arcata’s new top cop 
as lieutenant holds fort 
    
By BILL HENNESSEY 
staff weiter 
Wanted: One police chief. 
The search for a successor to 
former Arcata Police Chief Mike 
Manick continues. 
Manick, the head of the Arcata 
Police Department for the past three 
years, left the city last month to take 
over the helm of the Union City 
(Calif.) Police Department. 
**In terms of his successor, I’m go- 
ing through recruitment and the a 
tion process,"’ ag Beene Roger 
Storey said. ‘‘It’s been slow but it’s 
re 
statewide search for a new chief. 
“Right now, I’m going through 
advertisement — direct mailing to 
police departments all over the state, 
ads in journals — channels designed 
to reach people in the field,’’ he said. 
“I tried to get the word around as 
best I could,’’ Storey added. 
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said he is conducting a : 
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LT. JOSEPH L. MASKOVICH, acting Arcata police chief. 
“If you assume that anyone hired 
would have to give notice to his pre- 
sent em — usually one month 
— I would say we wouldn’t have a 
new chief on board until mid- to late 
July,” he said. ‘‘I hope to have the 
selection made and announced by 
> 8st OAM Assadi dl on} 
it & Fre 
    
selected and reports for duty. 
Before Manick was hired, 
Maskovich, an HSU wildlife 
graduate, also served as acting chief. 
The eoeeniat, whose = 
assignment is Operations Division 
commander, said he enjoys the ex- 
to find and hire a new chief. Before mid-June.” of his new role. 
Manick was hired three years ago, In the absence of a chief, Lt. ‘*It’s always exciting o be more in- 
Arcata’s search lasted almost four Joseph L. Maskovich was volved in the activities around you,” 
months — October 1977 to February 
designated 
acting chief April 23. He will remain the 10-year Arcata Police veteran 
at that post until a new chief is said. 1978. 
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Poet sees need for cultural radio show — 
By KAREN LYND 
staff writer 
Humboldt County may soon get a taste of real 
American poetry if HSU " satan -poet Steve Miller 
has anything to sa — it. 
A semor Englis » Miller said one of his 
oals is to expose the Hs U community and hopeful- 
y the whoie North Coast to modern and classical 
poetry by forming the North Coast Poetry Program 
for radio. 
Miller, who has written poetry for 12 years, was 
among the poeiry readers at the El Salvador rally 
two weeks ago. 
‘“‘My hope is that this program will not only 
achieve success, but will continue as a major con- 
tribution in the area of cultural awareness long after 
| have gone,"’ Miller said in a recent press release. 
Miller described his —— as a learning pro- 
cess for both readers and listeners to provoke and 
provide thoughts on moral and social issues. 
He noe to have his first on-the-air program 
aired on KHSU by May 31. 
**I'd like to keep the first few programs to about 
30 minutes so that the public will want more, not 
less,”’ the 32-year-old said in a recent interview. 
‘For now I'd like a weekly program. I’ve got 
SSOOSOSSSSSOSSSOESSSS688858884 
Hair Cut Special 
(HSU Students) 
Ven 87.00 Women 89.00 
Cut and Styling 
By Cindy and Joyce 
Arcata Hairshop 
877 9th St. 822-3912 "SPIRES 





call for more 
information 
Mark IV Pictures 
3rd and last in series about 
the rapture and tribulation 
Showing at McKinleyville Baptist Church 
Hwy 101 and School Rd. 
Sunday May 31 6 p.m. 
ston wi n ne or 10 sponsors which insures me of 20 
a noe or 10 one-hour programs.”’ 
ined program will include readings from 
the po atieh department's annual literature 
ne, Toyon, as well as taped readings by poets 
including William Stafford and Robert Peterson, 
who a red at HSU earlier this —_. 
ike to keep the viewing audience as general sey 
as possible by including a variety of poetic readings. 
1 hope to air children’s shows periodically, too. 
ay we do the first show, it would be on a 
staggered basis until we can work the kinks out,”’ 
Miller explained. 
Funds for the program are provided by Miller 
and any sponsors he can find. One hope lies in the 
local Indian communities. 
‘*Tentatively, the Native American people want to 
look at it for possible use on their radio stations and 
syndicate it. They're interested in it and are lining 
up elders to talk to me. 
“The second step is es ister the program with 
the National Federation of State Poetry Societies.’’ 
Miller said his chances af this transition ‘‘are ex- 
tremely good.”’ 
The program has been on the drawing board now 
for about a year and a half, Miller said. But the 
final work has been in the process for about a 




**My ultimate goal would be to allow the tapes to 
be used in every educational facility across the 
United States from junior high school to college,”’ 
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Financial aid available, uncertain 
By KAREN LYND 
staff writer 
Oct. |, 
Jack Altman, director of HSU finan- 
cial aid, said. 
Basic Educational Opportunity 
Grants could also be reduced or 
eliminated for some students. Fall ap- 
ication for Basic Grants 
ore ly April 15. 
$1.00 with own skates, KKK     
 
  
    
    
   
  
    
  
   
 
    
     




DIAGNOSIS ON ALL 
DOMESTIC AUTOS 
Specialists in the service of | 
Volvo Porsche Honda 
Toyota Datsun 
Complete machine shop. 
Hot tanking, boring, valve grinding 
and welding services available. 
" ENGINE PARTS SOLD 
1795 Alliance Rd., Arcata 622-562)       —— 
Don't Miss Iti! 
  
Work-Study, National Direct Stu- 
dent Loans and Educa- 
tional Opportunity Grants are also 
short of the st ts’ needs. These 
funds will be exhausted by those who 
have already applied, Altman said. 
“If they (students) need the loans, 
they will be safe to ly now because 
the future is uncertain,’’ he said. 
“*If they y now, their chances of 
getting a GSL are excellent if they are 
going to be enrolled here next ve 
Chase Manhattan Bank and 
pis Sal exiticnene 7 = 
accepting s for ¢t 
1981-82 academic year. 
Wednesday, May 20, 1981, The Lumberiack— @ 
“Students should h and ° 
for two reasons,”’ Altaien caste 
**One, a age - slow; = two, 
Congress change t 
gram. Oct. 1 isn’t the definite Cunoft 
date, but it’s a safe bet because it’s am- 
arn 9° 
Wi . 
Bank of America will accept GSL 
ications inning June 1. United 
ifornia, U and Crocker banks 
will start accepting them July 1. 
“We're not sure of the amounts that 
will be lent by all the banks just Dl 
Liz Sharp, GSL clerk at HSU, . 
lenders haven't notified the 
Student Aid Commission as to the 
for fall 
i most definite are from 
0} America. ndergraduate, 
dependent students can receive Se 
and graduate students, $5,000.” 
Security Pacific National Bank will 
Keith Richards, Security Pacific ass: 
tant manager, said. 
Richards estimated the average time 
for processing a student loan at 70-75 
days. 
For further information and updates 
on the cutback, contact the HSU 
Financial Aid office at 826-4321. 
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wf | ... and some felt it was for the birds. 
©’ WAR brought smiles to the crowd and a mud bath fer 
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was 
On tee thi 1959, the Presi- 
dent’s Cabinet officially 
oo the name to Founders 
A tte tite, the basement, 
into a study room 
and the auditorium was 
into a lecture hall. 
Today, the building houses 
the history, geology, English, 
foreign language, y 
and political science - 
ments, as well as many class 
rooms. 
  
college at the main entrance of 
ae 7 
table was in cone 
on Nov, 5, 1959. The origi 
donation of $$0 for the a 
was made by the Inter- 
with an automatic heating shades were replaced and the 
- system, an enlarged and administrative offices were 
modified water system was in- remodeled. 
A decision was made in 1958 stalled, corridor and 
classroom floors were covered to a dedicatory tablet 
that listed the founders of the with asphalt tile, 200 window 
Conservation E Energy 
LOoGo CONTEST 
Think up an original slogan, poster, design, or whatever. 
Draw it, write it, design it. You could win... 
RULES: Ist prize: 
2nd prize: 
3rd prize: 





Participation certificates to all other entrants. 
1. Must be an HSU student, currently enrolled. 
2. No entry limit. 
3. An entry form must be submitted with each logo design including: 
name, in school 
local aharees 
local phone 
. Put your name on the back of the design. 
. Entries must be at least 8¥2"x11”". 
. All entries due May 26th at 12:00 noon. These can 
office-Nelson Hall East 117 or at the Arcata PG&E off 
. All prizes awarded if the number of entries allow. 
. All desig 
the time of submittal. 
Mice 1160 
ns become the property of PG&E and will not be returned unless requested at 
off in the campus 8 
5 G Street. mn ee 
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Figone said he spent most of early 
May in Southern California tending 
“four or five good’’ recruits. 
> be coming to HSU now, he 
on this year’s team with 
wegen remaining will be able to 
transfer to other schools in the state, 
Figone ‘said. 
He added at least three players from 
this year’s team — Alfonzo Ruiz, John 
Thayer and Jim Washburn — might 
transfer to Stanislaus State University. 
Clint Brill, the ‘Jack's catcher, plans 
to try out for a professional baseball 
team, even though he has a year’s 
eligibility left. 
**All the players feel let down. They 
¢ expecting a program,”’ all were up 
Brill said. 
‘“*The guys put in a lot of units here, 
all for nothing,” he added. ‘‘I feel 
Matthews Art & Photc 
for all your art & photo supplies 
16°79 ™ Oe Aceata 
922. 27942 
Can Oatiet 
seve-Bev the Can or 
Bay the Case NOW 
AT Anderson's 
Discount Furniture 
145 G. St., Arcata 
WASH HERE 
DRY FREE 
1 & J LAUNDLRLAND 
VALLLY WLS7 SHOPPING CLNTER 
000 VALLEY WES1, ARCATA 
WASH HERE 
ISTRANGE 
Tith & H, ARCATA, 822-0312 
pset about it and would not stay up 
here even if 1 didn’t have a chance in 
the pro’s.”’ 
No golf or women’s tennis athletes 
are leaving HSU — not for athletic 
reasons anyway. 
Still, there are strong feelings from 
those involved. 
“*it is unfortunate that golf and ten- 
nis must be cut because t are low- 
budget sports,’’. said Michele Nace, 
women’s tennis coach who, like 
Figone, coached her first year at HSU. 
Nace’s future at HSU is uncertain. 
**1 feel the cuts lessen m oes of 
being rehired next a 
She has been at oss taleaine 
basis and said she will now look for a 
similar position elsewhere. 
**I felt that HSU could’ve had a very 
successful tennis program in the 
future,’’ Nace said. 
She added there was not enough op- 
yo EE 
F J 
1 rit a 
  
TIMATE 
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Sports program cuts ‘disappoint’ coaches 
etic for her to lobby against cut- 
oo wasn given an equal uni- 
os : be involved in the sion- 
the CIA process. | was not invited by 
CIA to speak at the meetings,” 
Nace said, indicating she had no 
knowledge of the committee's 
meetings. 
Nace found out about the proposed 
cuts after reading news articles. 
**It was a rude awakening on Tues- 
—— week),’’ she recalled. 
here are two similarites among the 
three discontinued sports: 
—The sports were easy to cut, say 
the coaches involved. Nace is a part- 
timer and both she and Figone were 
new to HSU. Golf was in its first year 
as a Far Western Conference sport and 
never had a chance to generate real 
spectator interest; 
—The second common factor was 
EVEN IN SPACE 
ENEMY Se 
the ‘‘success factor.’’ 
Baseball won only four games in 
FWC competition this season, tennis 
finished last in the Golden State Con- 
—— while golf finished fifth in the 
Golf coach Richard Niclai ven 
with the ease factor. He feels golf was 
easiest of the three to drop. 
**You drop what is convenient to 
drop,’’ Niclai said. ‘‘I'm disapointed, 
obviously, but I feel the committee cut 
where it had to.’’ 
If there is a positive side to the cuts, 
‘Niclai thinks it will be reflected in an 
improvement in the major sports. 
Even though he disagrees with the 
cuts, Niclai thinks efforts to change the 
recommendations are not in the best 
interest of the athletic program. 
“The cuts are tough to take — but 
we have to accept them. 
iLit MAN 
  
wrerecier | f vat beet OO ven vabsantha \ 
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HSU students clown around 
us with a means of relieving 
tension one of the best-qualified people to 
spread this laughter around is a clown. 
The tension-relieving art of clowning flourishes 
at Humboldt in a class taught through the theater 
arts ment this quart 
“This quarter's class is 
Gale’s beginning clown 
Erica Babad, a student in the 
In the beginning class, the p 
were taught the basics of _s 
**They learned some acrobatits, 
“We've performed at schools from as far south 
as Petrolia to as far north as Big Lagoon," 
McNeeley said. 
The audiences, which are an important aspect 
in the performance of clowns, have been very 
tial,” he said. “‘The 
for, but also interact 
in the class have various 
ng the class; only half of them are 
lo 
ree fe 
ale Met ice Brad improvisational skills,” M¢Ne ley said in an fter-  —“"T took the class mainly for my own enjoy- 
view. ‘*Each student was also required to create a 
solo piece and a two- and three-person clown 
trick for performance.” | Wat ye > “a 4. Teenie oe, 
Each clown’s character i$ the® fiz 
the individual’s own persoaality, Said. 
‘We started to develop the _ 
who. also. 
our clowns by just playing around with different 
character ideas at first,’’ J 
beginning mime at HSU, said. ‘in the end, the 
clowns we developed represented what is in each 
of our hearts.”’ 
The company of 12 performers, which is called 
“The Sweet Brown Clown Show,”’ 
spends its class time —v« for students at 
cuunty elementary s. 
ment,”’ Babad said. ‘‘ft’s another experience to 
i bag of tri¢ks. It’s good additional 
ce,”’ 
lt! ‘: tient person to teach a buat Paid. 
“fm teaching them to be clowns, but 
sometimes they tend td s out and go into a 
scaches......:clawn-world,’"’--he said. ‘What they lack in 
discipline, though, they make up for with spirit. 
are all very willing to help each other out. 
* class is fairly self-sufficient,’’ McNeeley 
said. ‘‘They have made their own banners, ar- 
ranged the bookings for the performances and 
silk-screened T-shirts with the group’s name on 
(continued on next page) 
Story by Jennifer Brown 
Photos by Morgan Meyer   
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them. There is no technical crew, like is Of the show. It Im the theater, so they do everything '*® .% fosisclves. Each person is responsible tee ho show peing, » May 20 Sun., May 24 
Before he came to HSU to teach the character, The word smash sence Tress Rateaater free. nT: (eet Marthe. 8 9. comcmnT: sing annie 3 pm, Fltraon Rac! Ht art of clowning, McNeeley taught the Arabic “‘masharage,”” meaning 1s 41 Ow Town Ger 6 Gru. LECTURE/GLIDES: Kier whales. Jef! Jecobeen, 7:30 p.m. clown at College of the Redwoods. “clown.” Thurs. 21 Caamenmenat fim, $2.50 gon. $2 sudente/seniors a Prior to teaching, he studied at the “The red nose of the clown is the , May ee nt ne On Pants Ba ached Of Mime and Comedy suet meni s  Caateatiey i a _ QONCERT: Student rect. 6:18 p.m. Futhareon Recitl Het 
touring the West Coast with The Kit-n- his whole face automatically becomes SuceShuthtasmmae se rs ANE 8 FLATTEN PARTY: Bonet for KHSU rade. £20 a ie clown's face. It says to us ‘this is a Fri aA 22 P.m.-12:30 a.m. Old Town Ber & Gril 
Sd ee oe etree. ours the he we oo i is to on t UCTION Of & — CINEMATHEQUE: “State of the Union.” 7:30 p.m. Founders area for a clown class,” McNeeley children’ ‘ogram Hall Aud. $2. CONCERT: Student recital. 8:15 p.m. Fulkerson Recital Hail said on te - 7 FEnrOMMUNEE: onto Sane, sgn nguge. 8 pm COFFEENOUSE CONCERT ream Tet. 89. Rather 
. t » featuri ft ite not only use the skill —— ring some of the tae Tn te er  
they’ve learned in class, but also incor- the nearer f , i SHOW: “Wizards.” 10 9.m. Founders . porate some of their outside skills into enw The Svecl Gonrus en Creer Corsmatannne,§ decwon nang Seomered oy Galleries their performances. Clown Show" is scheduled for 8 p.m. MAN, The Ouch Varuations.” $:30 0.m. Redwood Park “Some of the clowns y in- Thursday, May 28, ie the te struments, so we have f. aclown Buchanan Room. ere 
ONE-ACTS: 
~ May 21. Show features dancers, mimes S#t-. May 23 a a 
An evening of Beckett. 8 p.m. Studio Theater. $1 oun ST. MELENS: Paintings & drawings by Jeremy Krauss 3 : 2 f : i 
  
CINEMATHEQUE: ~ Founders CHINESE ART: Youth art exhibit trom People's Republic of The combined talents of dance Louis XIV of France, plus an abstract $=" ann Teh “ne Gins Gulag ol Gotan tn eee Through May theater and mime students will be interpretation of athletic events titled ~~ erly fama EUREKA ART CENTER: Pasntings by Leslie Kenneth Price & featured in ‘*Facets,” to be presented ‘‘Balls,’’ choreographed by Linda MT The Duck Variations,” See May 22 photographs by Wili m Pierson Through May 31 at 8 p.m. tomorrow, Friday and Satur- LeBarron. CALEDONIA ot Od Town Bar & Grit. il ee GALLERY: Sesetaes [Becky Evans and day at Van Duzer Theater. Mime performances ranging from Shere apm Trnaee Tons nn arty. Burns & Alten LIBRARY: Masks & costumes trom Thester Arts trough May ickets are available at the Universi- the classic “Commedia” to an adapta- —ONE-ACTS: See May 22. ome (ug and wall hangngs by Jonathan Mertz ty Ticket Office, Barnes Drugs and tion of a Rudyard Hoting sory will be Windjammer Books. Prices are $3.50 presented by the HSU Mime 7 mh for general admission, $2.50 for Workshop. group is directed by students and free for senior citizens. Jon Paul Cook. NORTHTOWN PARK The HSU Dance Theater, directed Mimes and dancers will collaborate by Nancy Lamp, will perform a court in presenting an interpretation of a dance originally presented before King poetic anti-war statement. 
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Fickle Hill finds secret for staying together 
By JILL. PICKETT 
staff writer 
For members of local bluegrass 
group Fickle Hill, the secret to sta 
together for 10 years has hen the - 
ty to consider the band as merely a side 
acne of bands sh of pressures, most 
don’t stay together for so long, but it’s 
never been a really serious, full-time 
band for us,’’ Mike Manetas, ~ne of 
the group’s founders, said. ‘We play 
about once a week if we have other 
jobs or not.”’ 
Manetas and Dave Johns formed 
Fickle Hill in 1971 after playing 
t her while they attended HSU. 
band, which has been through 
some personnel changes, now consists 
of Manetas (mandolin and vocals), 
Brooks Otis ( and fiddle), Gary 
Grounds (bass) and Ken Jorgenson 
(acoustic guitar and vocals). 
The band is in the process of making 
its first record, which band members 
to release within six months. 
want to get all the old members 
of the band back together for the 
album. These include Johns (guitar), 
Judy Powell (fiddle), Barry er 
(guitar) and Ro Purser (dobro). 
After the recording is over, the band 
will take its first break since it formed. 
Because of other obligations, the 
will split up for the summer and 
Although the band has played a 
variety of music, it has been a 
bluegrass band since 1972. 
“We want to keep traditional 
bluegrass alive,’’ Manetas said. 
“We're one of the few bands left that 
= kind of music.” 
of 40 to $0 bluegrass bands on 
the West Coast, on 
~ the tradit 
Fickle Hill has played mainly around 
the county. It has played at the Hum- 
boldt Cultural Center many times, as 
wel an Pav, ou eddings : group also 
does benefits hs oool it can. 
The band has also played at many 
bluegrass festivals, such as the 
Budweiser Festival in San Francisco 
and the Grass Valley Festival. 
At these festivals, it has played with 
four or five still 
music, Manetas 
such famous bluegrass musicians and 
ps as Doc Watson, Bill Monroe, 
Grass Revival, Ralph Stanley and 
Jim and Jessie. 
In addition to playing with the band, 
Otis and Manetas own Wildwood 
Music Company in Arcata. The store, 
which opened in 1974, deals basically 
in bluegrass. 
**We emphasize the acoustic side of 
music more than other stores,’’ 
Manetas said. 
The store carries many items that 
other music stores don’t have, such as 
bluegrass music books and in- 
struments. 
Manetas and the rest of the band try 
to promote traditional bluegrass music 
as much as they can. 
Ferndale production less than spectacular 
By MICHELLE BUTCHER 
staff writer 
The program read that Moliere, the 
French playwright, was the Neil Simon 
of 17th century France, so —- 
just short of —— was ex) ‘ 
However, ‘‘ I inary favalid.”® 
under the direction of Charles Mor- 
rison, didn’t reach Neil Simon 
standards. In » it didn’t even come 
is ormed by th  Ferndale 
, revolves around an 
and obnoxious h - 
driac’s attempt to his ter 
Anoslique ageinet ber will to an equally 
obnoxious Dr. Diaforus. 
The marriage is arranged to cut the 
expense of io eenetn. abun- 
= the Snaahanibies ences ys 
, does an admirable job of spit- 
ting and hacking on cue, along with 
docs into his vast assortment of 
icines. 
Argan has an extraordinary 
nursemaid, Toinette, played by Terri 
Jacobson. Toinette is sympathetic to 
Angelique’s plight and together they 
set out to undermine — plans. 
In spite of some fumbling moment: 
with props, which will be attributed to 
nervousness, Jacobson manages to br- 
We’re in the money ... 
and you can be too 
by selling Lumberjack advertising 
To find out how you can earn extra dollars 
next year contact Bobbi or Gary at 
826-3271 
ing some life to the performance. 
Toinette’s sarcastic attitude towards 
Argan brings a few waves of laughter 
to the audience. 
Ariel Graham, who plays Argan’s 
beloved and devoted wife Belene, ends 
up not so beloved and even less 
She does a commendable job of 
scheming on how to acquire her 
perpetually-sick husband’s fortune 
while promiscuously carrying on with 
his lawyer, played by Ron Snyder. 
The highlight of the show is the 
costumes. 
Designed by HSU graduate 
Maryanne Scozzari Raaberg, the 
Gif mar 
WESTWOOD /SUNNY BRAE 
WESTWOOD SHOPPING 
CENTER + ARCATA 
SPECIAL 
BUDWEISER 
6-pack 12 oz. cans 
costumes accurately represents the era 
as well as emphasizing each character’s 
ty. Raaberg is to be con- 
ratulated, the costumes were 
utiful... 
Robert Barnet, who plays Cleante, 
Angelique’s true love, almost does a 
decent of holding an Italian accent 
while professing his for Angelique 
in his attempt to win her hand in mar- 
riage. 
« imaginary Invalid’’ will run 
June 6 each Thursday, Friday 
and y .m. Reservations 
are available at 1-725-2378, Monday 
through Friday, noon to $ p.m. 
ET 
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|| HSU distance 
| dominates FWC 
While Hayward State dominated the field 
events en route to its Far Western Conference 
championship last weekend, HSU easily ran away 
with the distance events. 
Mark Conover, Dan Grimes and Greg Balbierz 
won the 10,000, $,000 and 1,500 respectively, but 
the efforts were only enough to secure a fourth- 
place team finish for HSU in the FWC. 
Hayward scored 170 points to second place 
Chico State’s 134. UC Davis was third with 127 
while the ‘Jack’s tallied 100 points. 
Conover won the 10,000 on Friday in 29:18.18. 
Grimes was a close second. 
On Saturday, the pair tied in the 5,000 but 
Grimes was reported the winner. 
Both Conover and Grimes qualified for the 
NCAA Division 2 nationals by winning their 
respective races. They, along with Balbierz, will 
travel to Western Illinois University for that com- 
petition in two weeks. 
If the three place in the top four, they’ll go to 
the Division 1 nationals at Louisiana State Univer- 
sity. 
All of the events at the conference meet were 
hampered by 20-25 mph winds. 
Garrett Moore missed a chanced to be the con- 
ference’s sprint king by placing third in both the 
100- and 200-meter dashes. 
  
  
@y MARK C LARSON 
staff writer 
Surfing on the North Coast is not 
cool, casual or in style. From Shelter 
Cove to Crescent City, less than 100 
surfers oo ride the rugged waves. 
**You've really got to have your shit 
together when you go out,’’said Dean 
Childs, 19, a HSU major. 
**The conditions are really finicky. A 
lot of times there are huge waves, and a 
lot of times you just get skunked (catch 
no waves).”’ 
There are a variety of factors that 
North Coast surfers have to deal with, 
said Karl, a four-year veteran of North 
Coast surfing who declined to give his 
name. 
**When a swell comes in you have to 
know where it’s hitting,’’ Karl said. 
“To surf up here, you have to know 
your geology, weather, tides and pro- 
per times of year.”’ 
Many of the surfers interviewed for 
this article have surfed what they con- 
sider Southern California — anything 
below the Golden Gate Bridge. 
North Coast surfers often compare 
‘*up here’’ to ‘down there.”’ 
**1’m not into localism,”’ said Mikol 
A. Moon, 23, an Arcata hair stylist and 
native Humboldt County surfer. 
**1 don’t believe anybody owns the 
ocean. The worst traces of localism 
come from metropolitan transplants 
who have established their residency on 
the North Coast,’’ he added. 
“I’ve always been pretty open to 
newcomers because | grew up surfing 
alone. It was a re seeing someone 
to surf with,’’ Moon said. 
He added he used to go surfi 
without a wetsuit near Trin H 
when he was 12. 
“We'd stay out in the water for 30 
minutes to an hour,” he said. ‘‘Then 
we'd build a big bonfire and stand two 
inches away from it. 
“‘When I got my first wetsuit it was 
like paradise.”’ 
Karl and Childs classify Moon as 
one of the North Coast’s hard-core 
veteran surfers. 
**You’re nuts to go out there without 
a wetsuit,’’ Karl said. ‘‘I don’t know 
how those guys did it.’’ 
Moon said he usually surfs in the 
early mornings before beginning work 
at Maurice's r Styling in Arcata. 
**] work six days a week,’’ Moon 
ae **1f I get my ration of waves, I’m 
ne.”’ 
Moon also enjoys surf photography. 
His ambition is to a con- 
tributing photographer to either Surf- 
ing or Surfer ne. 
n deMalleville, 20, a HSU recrea- 
tion major, is one of the North Coast’s 
few female surfers. 
**Sometimes the guys don’t give me 
very many rights,”’ she said. ‘‘When a 
girl is out in the water with a bunch of 
uys, she has to prove to them she 
nows how to surf. 
‘Comparatively, surfing is much 
mellower up here than down south.”’ 
But ‘‘on the weekends, it gets pretty 
competitive,’’ she said. 
"I’m not much of an aggressive 
surfer. I’m just out there to have fun. I 
don’t want to spear anybody or 
anything.’’ 
“The waves up here are a lot 
bigger,’’ she said. ‘‘They have a lot 
more power. They discourage a lot of 
le — sometimes me.”’ 
deMalleville said she knows of only 
one other female surfer on the North 
Coast. 
**She surfs whenever | can drag her 
Out into the water.”’ 
Karl said getting in tune with the 
water is important. 
“Water time is most important,’’ he 
said. ‘‘The swells come in at a rhythm. 
Each day it changes. Each hour it 
changes. If you can get in tune with the 
rhythm, you can — with it.’’ 
t the water is cold and sometimes 
treacherous. 
“I’ve seen whirlpools at North 
Jetty,”’ Karl said. 
waters are coldest, about 42 
degrees, in spring, Karl said. 
“Sometimes the water gets up to 
around $0 degrees.’’ 
He added winter waters are warmed 
by the Japan Current. 
(continued on next page) 
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growing HSU Fencing Club 
   
It appears _ students are getti 
stuck on nan, Je a ee the grow 
Serer wnddieeet in tus card ane number o ts in the third an-
nual Redwood Union of the Sword 
Tournament. 
The tournament will be held at 9 
a.m. Saturday in the Forbes Complex 
Dance Studio. For the first time, fenc- 
ing clubs from _—. na Napa col- 
eges are re to att 
About 20 HSU fencers are ex 
to compete, and Coach Kevin Osborn, 
who has been student teaching the fen- 
pind classes for four years, expects a 
‘*There’s been kind of a rivalry the 
past two tournaments,”’ said. 
“And — s some pretty good fencers 
coming up 
t’s surprising when you're 
teaching and your own students beat 
you.” 
HSU has never had a recognized fen- 
cing team. 
Next quarter, however, five classes 
will be offered to meet the growing in- 
terest in fencing at HSU. 
This year there are about $0 students 
enrolled in the classes. That figure is 
expected to double next year. 
We’ve got your typel 
Typesetting services Ortered to any campus 
orgamizanon. Allow 35 days tor ail jobs. Comact 





$85.00 —8 weeks 
6 a.m.—3:30 p.m. Weekdays 
Weekends After Noon 
RACQUETBALL HANDBALL  
     
  
(continued from previous page) 
P here everybody wears a 
wetsuit.’’ 
Before dipping into the drink, many 
North Coast surfers don neoprene 
hoods and booties, in addition to the 
standard wetsuit. 
Karl said he stays in the water for 
four hours with a hood on and two 
hours without one. 
Beyond the chill factor, an element 
oa = exist: in North Coast wave 
“Surfing river mouths in —-. 
you run a 3 percent ora cent 
of getting eaten," Karl said, in 
reference to seals and sharks. 
‘*| heard about a guy getting attack- 
ed by a sea lion up near Crescent 
City,”’ he added. 
arl said he’s not sure if he’s seen a 
shark, but, ‘I’ve seen several large, 
dark animals. = 
Surfer’s ear, an abnormal bone 
growth caused by cold winds and 
water, is another hazard. 
  
Karl wears jugs when he surfs. 
He said one of is friends is almost 
completely deaf now after 10 years of 
cold-water surfi 
i their southern 
Bigger boards provide the extra 
buoyancy North Coast surfers need to 
maneuver around the rip tides and tur- 
— waters they encounter constant- 
y 
But Moon, Childs, deMalleville and 
Karl all agree the amount of surfers is 
the main difference between surfing 
‘there’ and ‘‘there.”’ 
“With less it’s easier to have 
a brot » an established pecking 
order,’’ Karl said. 
“It's kind of like a family,” Childs 
said. ‘*You just stoke everybody on.’ 
**In the future, I can see a lot of 
ple eee here riding waves,’’ Karl 
1 you’ve got to remember is 




ULTIMATE FRISBEE TOURNAMENT 
sponsored by the Humboldt Buds 
come share this unique sport with us 
May 23 & 24 at McKinleyville High 
ast We Sat. & Sun. 
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Wild rivers act 
the rivers unprotected for future By LEWIS CLEVENGER 
staff writer 
environmental issues 
policy of unlimited growth. 
As the mood of the nation becomes more conser>*.- The ricts ‘ the five rivers collect 
vative, pressure is dev for a retreat from the = 30 peognt ON he state’s aningal rainfall and melted 
how fin o 
ae « argue wild and scenic Myer status would 
This trend is the basis for conflict ovet-the Wild 
and Scenic Rivers Act. 
The legislation, a controversial piec® of al =—ss ont 
vironmental protection, appears to-be on 
sion course with state timber and water interests 
and their attitude toward maximum Fesource uses- 
As one of his last official duties, formerinterior 
Secretary Cecil Andrus pl five 
California rivers under the act in January Wt the © ] 
quest of Gov. Jerry Brown. 
Brown had requested the 
the 1970s to the 19805 <_-s 
moveto peevent the “twid-suits hot 
state’s last five free-flowing rivers, the ear cates b 
   
Conservative swing in nation's mood 
to collide with protective legislation? 
The federal government's request for a delay has 
fostered fears among environmentalists that the In- 
terior Department may decline to fight the suits 
after Interior Secretary James Watt reconsiders the 
government's position. — 
Defendants in the suit are the federal govern- 
I A ment, t erior Department and Watt. 
rdize the state’s water su because the Or ffofts are continuing to remove the pro- 
ion would bar dams from being construgiag netivetiesie from the rivers. 
trivers to collect water for shi south? < blyman Doug Bosco recently introduced a 
~ The suifs:are Ss bbe be combined when they bill¢fiat w reduce or eliminate certain key re- 
    
  
   
if they a; Scene 
    
    
colli- 
come uprbefore' U.S. District Court Judge ts of thie.state Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, 
_ 4ngram for'oral at coetin” Ys <= - also protects the rivers. 
En bamentalel claim eye b Be pro- vill, ‘sim by 
her. tected so theit natural Beauty and the 
b l, sim liar to one he introduced last 
ut eliminate a requirement of the original 
Support are mot destroyed. -* = 
oponents OF environmental legislation see the ~ t stipulated state management 
/ as a threat to the rivers, but - s be ayn up and adopted for each of the 
of attempts-to dismantle allJegisla- <tivers within year after the original act was 
ems. 
   
Klamath, Trinity, Smith and the tower Americat, ~ tion designed to protect the envirofmem. — — in 1972. 
from being dammed and rerouted south to Satisfy | the ade tane filed, however, all counties _- with that nine-year-old requirement, the 
increasing water demands from Southern c Hor- “/ ex Huthboldr~ have reconsidered” their stands@ jegislature has failed to adopt even one manage- 
nia. + . ‘andhave voted to disassociate themselves fromthe ment plan. 
tion. ~ estate aii dige sz,- ABosco’s bill would also limit state protection of 
all over the state and created some st 
eee ii ap ; 
wo ate suits were in Us District, 
Come in San Jose seeking to reverse Ai drus’s deci-” ‘ 
ion. 
The timber industry, represented by the-Galifor- 
nia Forest Protective Association, filed suit becau 
it fears designation of the rivers as ‘‘wild 
scenic’ would tighten logging restrictions 
rivers. 
Several Northern California counties, incluc 
Humboldt and Del Norte, joined in the 
tiffs, claiming new restrictions on the Jf 
industry would create more hardships fo 
economies already seriously hurt by expan: 
Redwood National Park and curtailment ¢ 
commercial salmon season. 
The second suit was filed by a coalition % 
Southern California water districts eager to keep 
Photographer, author, geologist 
focuses on North Coast beaches 
By STEVE JARAMILLO 
staff writer 
R.E. Busch is a photographer con- 
cerned with preserving the natural 
beauty of North Coast i 
The multitalented Busch is also a 
Cluster courses at HSU and even spent 
a night with a class on Mount St. 
Helens the night before it blew. 
Busch first became seriously involv- 
ed in photography while he was in 
Alaska studying for his doctorate in 
it ‘ 
The decision to protect the rivers raised-hackles ~ tigi 
been - a 
     he bien y Board-6f Supervisors —“ipe Smith River to its main fork, a change which 
= rée t i, Supervisor ould comply with the federal plan for protection 
Wesley e. Eric Hedlund w: of the,Smith. eo ‘ ea 
ot_p vore” See, & a change wou w logging along ot 
. d denied it wants the rivers dammed and op{s and tributaries of the Smith to proceed 
ithout further restrictions from either the state or 
ments. 
other provision in Bosco’s bill would limit the 
wrotection of all five rivers to the first line of *‘per- 
it vegetation’’ the riverbanks and 
eliminate the requirement the streams be maintain- 
ed “in a natural state.’’ 
The bill is supported by the timber industry. 
: ng Jim Boyle, a spokesman for Congressman Don 
ee - y Acrausen, caid he doubts Watt will atten 
reverse 
itical 
    





     
ong 
to com- 
pletely the decision by Andrus to include the 
rivers under the federal act. 
“There seems to be some 
Watt has the power to do that, 
    
   
 Anse if question (whether) 
Boyle said. 
  
    
 
 
it wishes to do so. 
Busch published a 1980 ‘‘Beaches”’ 
calender that was very popular on the 
North Coast. it featured color 
ographs of Northern California 
Busch’s experience as an HSU lec- 
turer from 1975 to 1978 led him to 
publish the calender. 
**1 did one (Cluster program) that 
called ge i of the 
H 
